POP! TEACHER RESOURCE
Lesson Plan

Matching Meaning
Lesson Plan for Manners in the Library
Grade 1
Objective
To help students practice using context clues to identify the meanings of words.
Things Needed
• Manners in the Library book
• Matching Meaning worksheet (attached)
• Pencils
Before the Activity
Read Manners in the Library out loud to students.
Activity
Pass out the Matching Meaning worksheet to students. Explain that this worksheet lists
several words that are used in the book. Students should draw a line connecting each
word on the left to its meaning on the right. They can use the book for help if they get
stuck.
Evaluation
Give students 1 point for each word and meaning they match correctly, for up to 8
points.
Standards
This lesson plan may be used to address the Common Core State Standards’ language
standards, grade 1 (L 1.4).
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Matching Meaning
distract

showing good
manners

interrupt

a person who goes to
a library

manners

a person who works at
a library

polite

to talk while someone
else is still talking

borrow

the correct words or
actions for certain
situations

return

to take items from a
library to use for a
short time

visitor

to bring items back to
a library after using
them

librarian

to take away
someone’s focus or
attention
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Matching Meaning Answer Key
distract

showing good
manners

interrupt

a person who goes to
a library

manners

a person who works at
a library

polite

to talk while someone
else is still talking

borrow

the correct words or
actions for certain
situations

return

to take items from a
library to use for a
short time

visitor

to bring items back to
a library after using
them

librarian

to take away
someone’s focus or
attention
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